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1. Executive Summary 

The Ameren Illinois Multifamily Program is offered to privately-owned, market-rate, 
multifamily buildings with three or more dwelling units in Ameren Illinois’ service territory. The 
program has two components, offering the following upgrades to qualifying buildings:  

• The Common-Area Lighting Program offers incentives for installation of energy-efficient 
lighting in common-areas including: 

� Upgrades and retrofits of lighting fixtures 

� Replacement of incandescent bulbs with compact fluorescent bulbs (CFLs) 

� Installation of occupancy sensors 

� Replacement/retrofit of inefficient exit sign lighting  

• The In-Unit Energy Efficiency Program offers free CFLs and water conservation 
measures (efficient showerheads, faucet aerators, and pipe insulation) for installation in 
resident units, along with an informational brochure for residents on measures installed.  

The program launched in November 2008. This evaluation examines the program’s performance 
in Program Year 2 (PY2), which ran from June 2009 through May 2010. Conservation Services 
Group (CSG) implements the program in the Ameren Illinois service territory. 

The program includes both gas- and electricity-saving measures; however, this report contains 
only results on kWh and kW savings. Therm savings will be presented separately in a summary 
memo of gas results.  

The Cadmus Group Inc’s (Cadmus’) evaluation of Program Year 2 (PY2) consisted of the five 
primary tasks displayed in Table ES-1. 

Table ES-1. Summary of Evaluation Tasks for PY2 

Action Impact Process Details 

Database Review 
and Impact 
Calculations 

√  
Calculate gross and net savings by multiplying default estimates by number of 
installed measures. 

Document 
Review 

√ √ 
Review program documentation including records of marketing outreach, 
customer applications, and all verification documentation on a sample of 
buildings enrolled in the program.  

Participant 
Survey 

√ √ 
Verify installation of materials and assess program marketing and outreach, 
along with the application process, delivery, and incentives. 

Evaluability 
Assessment 

 √ 
Review program materials for consistency, practicality, and clarity to allow for 
easier and more cost-effective future evaluations. 

Stakeholder 
Interviews 

 √ 
Interview program management and implementation staff to provide insight into 
program design, marketing, and delivery.  

Site Visits √ √ Verify measure installation. 

 

Table ES-2 shows the program’s progress in the second year.  
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Table ES-2. PY2 Achievements 

Metric Actual 
Net  MWh Savings 2,742 
Net kW Demand Savings 262 
Participating Multifamily Facilities 134 

 

Program participation nearly doubled during PY2, as shown in Table ES-3. A total of 134 
properties participated in PY2, a 94 percent increase from the previous year, mostly driven by 
installation of in-unit measures. 91 percent of participating properties installed in-unit measures 
only (122 out of 134 participants). 

Table ES-3. Participating Buildings 

Multifamily Program Number of PY1 Sites Number of PY2 Sites % Change from PY1 

Common-Area Lighting Only 3 2 -33% 
In-Unit Only* 59 122 +107% 
Both Common-Area and In-Unit* 7 10 +43% 
Total Number of Facilities 69 134 +94% 

*Includes both gas and electrically heated properties 

 

Program trends continue to show that common-area installations are not as popular as in-unit 
installations, as shown in Figure ES-1, which depicts gross energy savings by measure location 
for PY1 and PY2. 

Figure ES-1. Gross Program Energy Savings by Measure Location 
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Cadmus reviewed program documentation for a sample of projects where in-unit measures were 
installed, and for all common-area projects. This review revealed problems with completeness, 
legibility, and accuracy of program documentation; however, no adjustments to the program 
database are recommended as a result of the review, because the site visits (discussed below) 
found installed measures consistent with application forms. However, we recommend improving 
the documentation process for PY3. 

Site visits were performed at a sample of participant facilities to confirm measure installation. 
Analysis of data from site visits resulted in a program realization rate of 103 percent, indicating 
that slightly more measures were found on the site visits than were recorded in the application 
materials. However, because the verified savings are within the precision levels prescribed by the 
sampling approach (plus or minus 10 percent), Cadmus does not recommend any true-up to the 
program database. 

Cadmus conducted analysis based on the results of customer surveys with building owners and 
property managers to determine a program net-to-gross (NTG) ratio. Because the in-unit 
measures were provided free-of-charge to building owners and managers, a NTG ratio of 1.0 was 
assumed for those installations. For the common-area measures, however, a rebate was provided, 
so Cadmus determined freeridership for those measures. Through this analysis, the weighted 
average NTG ratio for the program as a whole was determined to be 0.98. The low rate of 
freeridership suggests that although participation in the common-area component of the program 
is comparatively low, the customers who do install common-area measures are highly influenced 
by the rebates.  

Table ES-4 describes the ex ante and realized gross savings, realization rates for in unit versus 
common area measures, and examines net savings under two different scenarios: with the current 
PY2 NTG ratio of 98 percent (Retrospective) and the PY1 NTG ratio of 76 percent 
(Prospective). A prospective net total savings of 2,132 MWh was calculated. 
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Table ES-4. Summary of Gross Savings, Realization Rates, and Prospective and 

Retrospective Net Savings 

Measure 

Ex Ante 
Gross 
Savings 
(kWh) 

Realized 
Gross 
Savings 
(kWh) 

Realization 
Rate 

PY1 
NTGR 

Prospective 
Net Savings 

(kWh) 
PY2 
NTGR 

Retrospective 
Net Savings 

(kWh) 

In Unit Measures 

15 watt CFL  
                    

1,154,227  
                    

1,154,227  1.0 0.76 877,213 1.0 1,154,227 

20 watt CFL  
                       

114,445  
                       

114,445  1.0 0.76 86,978 1.0 114,445 

23 watt CFL  
                        

28,228  
                        

28,228  1.0 0.76 21,453 1.0 28,228 

Faucet Aerator  
                       

191,511  
                       

191,511  1.0 0.76 145,548 1.0 191,511 

Pipe Insulation  
                       

107,169  
                       

107,169  1.0 0.76 81,448 1.0 107,169 
Showerhead 2.0 
gpm  

                       
890,691  

                       
890,691  1.0 0.76 676,925 1.0 890,691 

Common Area Measures  
4-foot T8 (32w 
lamps with 
electronic ballast 
and reflector) 19,649 19,649 1.0 0.76 14,933 0.8 15,719.20 
4-foot T8 (32w 
lamps with 
electronic ballast) 14,740 14,740 1.0 0.76 11,202 0.8 11,792 

Integral CFL (>13 
watts screw-in) 165,451 165,451 1.0 0.76 125,743 0.8 132,361 
LED Exit Sign (new 
fixture or LED retro-
fit) 7,034 7,034 1.0 0.76 5,346 0.8 5,627 
Modular CFL (<=18 
watts, pin-based 
electronic ballast 
fixture) 112,513 112,513 1.0 0.76 85,510 0.8 90,010 
Modular CFL (>18 
watts, pin-based 
electronic ballast 
fixture) 0 0 1.0 0.76 - 0.8 - 

Occupancy Sensor 210 210 1.0 0.76 160 0.8 168 

Total 2,805,868 2,805,868 1.0 0.76 2,132,460 0.98 2,741,948 

  

For the process evaluation, Cadmus conducted a participant survey with building owners and 
property managers, stakeholder interviews, a review of program materials, and an evaluability 
assessment. The participant survey revealed a high level of participant satisfaction with the 
program and gave insight into why building managers and owners chose to participate, as well as 
informing our NTG analysis. The stakeholder interviews, which were conducted with Ameren 
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program staff and implementation staff, indicated that the program stakeholders are satisfied 
with the program’s PY2 achievements, although different views existed among stakeholders as 
to how customers are initially qualified. The review of program materials examined the 
documents that a customer would encounter in applying for incentives for common-area 
measures, and identified areas where updates or improvements are needed. The evaluability 
assessment identified areas for improvement in the program’s data tracking process. 

Cadmus offers the following recommendations for consideration by Ameren Illinois: 

• Put more emphasis on marketing for common-area measures. If more common-area 
installations are complete, the program will be more cost-effective and leverage the 
marketing and site visit dollars invested. While it is understandable that the upfront 
investment and concerns about the economy are participation barriers, additional 
marketing could overcome the resistance. Follow-up calls by CSG or leads to trade allies 
could be one marketing approach. Also consider making formal presentations to the 
building owners emphasizing cost savings and other benefits, such as “green” marketing. 
Some common-area participants suggested they had difficulty locating eligible 
equipment. The eligible measures form could be made more “customer friendly” and 
offer suggestions of where and what products to purchase.  

• Focus on defining the program so all stakeholders have the same understanding of 

how the program works and how to optimize eligibility. It was apparent from the 
interviews that stakeholders did not all have the same understanding of how the program 
operates, and specifically how eligible customers are identified and optimized. Better 
definition could provide some program benefits and ensure their proper use. Given the 
wide variety of facility size among participants, Ameren Illinois could evaluate whether 
there are special efficiencies or advantages to concentrating on a specific type, size, or 
age of building complex to promote the program. 

• Change applications, materials request, and post-installation forms to an electronic 

format. The current documents were confusing due to penmanship, notes entered on sides 
of sheet, rows not totaled, and items being crossed out – all of which decrease the 
program evaluability. Moving to an electronic, Web-based application will increase 
accuracy and efficiency.  

• Update the Website address links for program information. The CEE1 Website and the 
Act on Energy Website have valuable information for consumers; however, both sites are 
not easily navigated. When listing the CEE1 Website as a resource for additional 
information, include what page the resource is on. This will increase ease of use. For the 
Act On Energy Website, include a heading for multifamily program information. Again, 
this will increase usability and perhaps increase program participation.  

• Implement a naming convention for program participant files. Multiple methods were 
used when naming program files. In some cases, the multiple naming conventions made 
evaluating the documents arduous. The method that was most useful was site id_dwelling 
name. This naming convention allowed Cadmus to quickly match sites with post review 
information, thus increasing our evaluation efficiency. 

• Implement ongoing quality control checks for the program documentation. Due to 
initially missing and illegible data forms identified in our documentation review process, 
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Cadmus recommends that Ameren Illinois and CSG develop a quality control system that 
ensures all the forms are in place and legible before rebates are paid or results are counted 
in the tracking database. 
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2. Introduction 

Program Description 
The Ameren Illinois Multifamily Program is offered to privately-owned, market-rate, 
multifamily buildings with three or more dwelling units in Ameren Illinois’ service territory. The 
program has two components, offering the following upgrades to qualifying buildings:  

• The Common-Area Lighting Program offers incentives for installation of energy-efficient 
lighting in common-areas including: 

� Upgrades and retrofits of lighting fixtures 

� Replacement of incandescent bulbs with compact fluorescent bulbs (CFLs) 

� Installation of occupancy sensors 

� Replacement/retrofit of inefficient exit sign lighting  

• The In-Unit Energy Efficiency Program offers free CFLs and water conservation 
measures (efficient showerheads, faucet aerators, and pipe insulation) for installation in 
resident units, along with an informational brochure for residents on measures installed.  

The program launched in November 2008. This evaluation examines the program’s performance 
in Program Year 2 (PY2), which ran from June 2009 through May 2010. Conservation Services 
Group (CSG) implements the program in the Ameren Illinois service territory. 

PY2 offered the same selection of common-area and in-unit measures to qualified customers as 
did PY1. Initially, there were plans to implement more complex HVAC and building shell 
measures in PY2, but this was delayed  since Ameren Illinois was taking more time to determine 
appropriate incentives and measures, and because the higher than expected participation in the 
HVAC program made these additions a lower priority given the company’s limited budget. 

Program Delivery 

The program focuses its marketing on management companies holding multiple properties, 
typically utilizing cold calls and in-person visits to prospective properties. When contacting a 
potential participant, CSG explains the program and its benefits, requirements, and costs to the 
building decision maker. While the program originally intended to also reach out to electrical 
contractors and other trade allies, these efforts have mostly been abandoned because customers 
prefer to use their own maintenance personnel. 

Once a building owner or manager decides to participate in the program, they can request and 
receive a free common-area lighting assessment from CSG. This walkthrough assessment 
determines existing opportunities for a building to reduce energy usage by installing new lighting 
measures, and lets customers know the corresponding rebate amount. After approval of a 
building’s Request for Reservation of Incentive Funds application, the participants can install 
common-area lighting upgrades and apply to CSG for incentives with the Incentive Funds 
Application. Common-area lighting projects are inspected by CSG staff after installation. They 
perform a quality inspection of 100 percent of measures installed for small projects and a random 
sample from larger projects.  The decision to inspect all or a sample is made by CSG staff on a 
case by case basis, with “large” or “small” being used as general guidelines.  
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In addition to installing efficient common-area lighting, or as a separate project, building owners 
or managers can retrofit tenant units with CFLs and hot water conservation measures. The in-unit 
measures are offered at no cost, and are shipped to the property after CSG receives a Materials 
Request Form. The property staff installs these measures in the resident units, reports their 
installation to CSG, and returns any unused measures. CSG inspects 100 percent of these 
projects or properties; the inspection consists of spot-checking a random sample of units to verify 
the quantities installed and the property staff’s reporting accuracy. As additional quality control, 
CSG reconciles inventory for each in-unit project based on what the property received, what the 
property manager reported as installed, and what remained after the installation. 

Evaluation Questions 
Cadmus’ PY2 evaluation was designed to build on our findings from the PY1 evaluation, and 
examines the second year of program implementation from both the impact and process 
perspectives. We sought to address the following questions: 

Impact Questions 

1. What are the total gross energy and demand savings generated by the program? 

2. What is the program’s net-to-gross (NTG) ratio? 

3. Does the project database reflect real and working measures? 

Process Questions 

1. Has the program’s design changed since inception? If so, how and why? Are future 
program design changes expected? 

2. How effective were marketing efforts and program implementation processes? 

3. Does quality communication occur between and among program staff and 
implementation staff? 

4. Are implementation efforts on track to meet future program targets? 
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3. Evaluation Methods 

Analytical Methods 
The PY2 evaluation of the Multifamily Program includes an impact evaluation and a process 
evaluation. Table 1 provides an overview of the evaluation methods.  

Table 1. Summary of Evaluation Tasks for PY2 

Action Impact Process Details 

Database Review 
and Impact 
Calculations 

  
Calculate gross and net savings by multiplying default estimates by number of 
installed measures. 

Document 
Review   

Review program documentation including records of marketing outreach, 
customer applications, and all verification documentation on a sample of 
buildings enrolled in the program.  

Participant 
Survey   

Verify installation of materials and assess program marketing and outreach, 
along with the application process, delivery, and incentives. 

Evaluability 
Assessment 

  
Review program materials for consistency, practicality, and clarity to allow for 
easier and more cost-effective future evaluations. 

Stakeholder 
Interviews 

  
Interview program management and implementation staff to provide insight into 
program design, marketing, and delivery.  

Site Visits   Verify measure installation. 

 

Program Database Review 

Cadmus received copies of the program database maintained by CSG. The database extract was 
in Microsoft Excel format and included records of all projects completed during PY2 (June 2009 
- May 2010). Common-area and in-unit measures were listed on separate tabs. Each entry 
represented a bundle of measures installed on a certain date at a certain property. The database 
did not contain information at the unit level. If additional measures were installed at a later date, 
those installations were recorded in a separate entry. Because CSG is required to provide updates 
to Ameren Illinois on a regular basis for billing purposes, corrections to the database also were 
recorded as separate entries with negative quantities. 

Cadmus checked the PY2 database for errors and data quality. We also checked the savings 
values to ensure they were consistent with savings estimates recommended in the PY1 
evaluation. We conducted extensive analysis during the PY1 evaluation, including an 
engineering review of measure savings estimates and a comparison of the database to the 
monthly reports CSG provided to Ameren Illinois. Since the engineering estimates had not 
changed, the PY2 review included only a review of the program database in comparison to 
program forms, and site visits to compare actual installations to application forms. 

Program Documentation Review 

Cadmus reviewed all program documents, which consist of informational materials, application 
forms, and marketing materials, including the Act On Energy Website. Our review focused on 
correctness, comprehensiveness, and ease of understanding. We also reviewed completed 
program applications, installation records, audit documents, and incentive paperwork for 
facilities enrolled in the program during PY2. Data gleaned from these documents were checked 
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for completeness and were compared to the database for consistency. The full document review 
protocol is included in Appendix A. Our review followed this process:  

Common-area document review protocol 

• Review request for reservation of incentive funds for completeness 

• Review terms and conditions for completeness 

• Review multifamily common-area lighting application for complete data entries 

• Review invoices and cut sheets to ensure that numbers listed match what was claimed by 
the customer 

• Record total quantity of each measure installed for the program year 

In-unit document review protocol 

• Review the program participation agreement and materials request form for completeness 

• Record total quantity of each measure installed for the program year 

Evaluability Assessment 

PY1’s evaluability assessment was conducted to ensure CSG collected appropriate data, and that 
important program definitions were being applied consistently. PY2’s evaluability assessment 
expanded on the information gathered in PY1 by including a review of program materials for 
consistency, practicality, and clarity. The aim of conducting a review of this nature is to prevent 
future errors due to confusing documentation practices.  

Participant Survey 

Cadmus developed a participant survey, which was conducted by TetraTech in August 2010. The 
survey was designed to collect information from participating building owners and managers 
about the following topics: 

• Measure installation and selection decisions 

• Measure purchasing decisions 

• Exposure to program marketing 

• Experience with application process 

• Measure and program satisfaction 

• Freeridership and spillover 

• Building characteristics 

Data collected through the participant survey informed both the process and impact components 
of this evaluation. The complete participant survey instrument is provided in Appendix B. 

Stakeholder Interviews 

Cadmus conducted stakeholder interviews with three members of the program management and 
implementation staff. The interviews assessed three program areas: 
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• Marketing 

• Energy audits and installations 

• Payment and invoicing 

Interviewees also were asked to give their opinions about the program in general. The 
information collected through these interviews informed the process evaluation. 

Interviews were conducted in July and September 2010, and followed the interview guide 
attached in Appendix C. Because the interviewees had diverse program responsibilities, ranging 
from management to program delivery, the interviews provided a multifaceted view of the 
program’s functioning.  

Site Visits for Verification 

Cadmus partner Mad Dash conducted site visits to 15 participating properties to verify that the 
measures were installed as reported. Cadmus prepared a site visit manual documenting proper 
site visit protocols and instructions to field staff for determining which units to verify. This 
manual and the site visit data collection form are included in Appendix D. Results from the site 
visits were compared to the post-installation data collection form, either on a unit-by-unit basis 
or on a whole-building basis for the common area.  

Data Sources 
Cadmus collected data from the following sources; these data were used to assess the program’s 
delivery and impacts:  

• A database extract provided by CSG at the completion of PY2 

• Copies of common-area and in-unit project application forms from CSG 

• Site visit data collected by Mad Dash 

• Marketing and informational materials provided by CSG 

• Program stakeholders (implementers, program manager) 

• Participant surveys 

Sampling Plan 

Participant Surveys 

Cadmus surveyed a random sample of 35 participants, in addition to conducting an oversampling 
of participants who installed common-area measures. The sample size was specified so that by 
combining participant survey results from PY2 and PY3, a sample size of 70 would be achieved 
over the two years, and combined PY2-PY3 results would be reported with 90 percent 
confidence and ±10 percent precision. For PY2, we collected surveys from 10 of the 12 
multifamily projects that installed common-area measures. Thus, the confidence and precision 
for this segment is 90 percent ±10 percent in PY2 alone. 
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Document Review 

The sample sizes for the common-area and in-unit participants were determined separately to 
achieve at least 90 percent confidence with ±10 percent precision. Because there were only 12 
participating common-area properties, a census was taken. The appropriate sample size of 44 
different properties for the in-unit participants (out of a total of 132 participants) were chosen at 
random. 

Site Visits 

Fifteen properties were chosen for the verification study. These 15 participants were recruited 
from the participant surveys, and participation was subject to property manager/owner 
availability. In order to achieve at least 90 percent confidence with ±10 percent precision for in-
unit installations from the site visits, six units from each property (for a total of 90 units) were 
targeted for verification. The unit sampling pattern was documented in the site visit manual, and 
is reproduced as Table 2. 

Table 2. Unit Sampling Pattern 

Number of Total Units in complex 
Number of Units to Visit per 

Complex Visit Every _____ Unit 
1-6 All All 
7-12 Minimum of 6 units 2nd 
13-18 Minimum of 6 units 3rd 
19-24 Minimum of 6 units 4th 
25-30 Minimum of 6 units 5th 
31-36 Minimum of 6 units 6th 

37+ Minimum of 6 units 
The number of units divided by 6 

(e.g., if you have 60 units, visit every 10th 
unit.) 

 

If a tenant refused to allow entry for inspection, then the manual instructed the inspector to skip 
that unit and inspect the next unit.  
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4. Program Results 

This program evaluation is separated into two subsections. First, the impact results summarize 
the program’s installations and savings for PY2. This includes feedback from our reviews of 
measure savings assumptions, the database, program tracking, and documentation collected on 
each project. The section that follows focuses on process evaluation findings.  

Impact Findings 

Summary of Program Participation 

Program participation nearly doubled during PY2, as shown in Table 3. A total of 134 properties 
participated in PY2, a 94 percent increase over the previous year. Ninety-one percent of 
participating properties installed in-unit measures only (122 out of 134 participants). 

Table 3. Participating Buildings 

Multifamily Program Number of PY1 Sites Number of PY2 Sites % Change from PY1 

Common-Area Lighting Only 3 2 -33% 
In-Unit Only* 59 122 +107% 
Both Common-Area and In-Unit* 7 10 +43% 

Total Number of Facilities 69 134 +94% 

*Includes both gas and electrically heated properties 

 

As the table above indicates, common-area installations were not as popular as in-unit 
installations, perhaps because the common area installations require customers to pay a 
percentage of the cost, while the in-unit installations are free. 

Program Gross Savings 

Cadmus reviewed the common area savings tracked in the database by comparing the database 
values to calculated savings. Cadmus calculated common-area lighting savings for each measure 
bundle using the following formula: 

Annual kWh Savings = (kWexisting – kWnew) × Annual Operating Hours × Quantity Installed 

This formula applies to all common area measures except for occupancy sensors, which have a 
fixed value of 210 kWh as reviewed by Cadmus in 2010. The database values were consistent 
with the Cadmus savings calculations.  

For in-unit measures, which were reviewed during the PY1 evaluation, Cadmus recommends 
using the same values as those used in PY1 and listed in Table 4. According to the Final Order in 
ICC Docket # 07-0539, lighting savings estimates were deemed in the amounts tracked by 
Ameren Illinois in the program database. Our results present the gross savings as calculated 
using these values. 
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Table 4. In-Unit Measures Gross Savings  

Measure kWh Savings 

15 watt CFL  38.40 
20 watt CFL  47.00 
23 watt CFL  65.80 
Faucet Aerator  36.90 
Pipe Insulation  51.40 
Showerhead 2.0 gpm  264.30 

 

Cadmus calculated demand savings by multiplying energy savings by the appropriate end use 
coincidence factor listed in Table 5. The coincidence factors were calculated directly from hourly 
end-use load shapes. Hourly end-use load shapes were developed from engineering models for 
the Midwestern region of the United States, which were then calibrated to long-term weather 
conditions in Ameren’s service area.   

Table 5. Coincidence Factors 

Multifamily End Use Coincidence Factor* 

In-Unit Lighting (existing) 0.000056 
Common Area Lighting .00016 
Water Heat (existing) 0.0001245781 
*The Cadmus Group Inc: Ameren Illinois Utilities 
Portfolio Cost-Effectiveness Evaluation, December 
30, 2009. 

 

Total gross savings for PY2 is 2,806 MWh, with 10 percent of the savings attributed to common-
area lighting measures and 90 percent from in-unit measures. Both types of measures grew 
significantly in PY2, as shown in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1. Gross Program Savings by Measure Location 

 
 

Table 6 details common-area measure installations, including the measure type, quantity 
installed, and gross kWh and kW savings. 

Table 6. Common-Area Measure Distribution and Gross Savings  

Measure 
Quantity 
Installed 

Gross kWh 
Savings 

Gross kW 
Savings 

4-foot T8 (32w lamps with electronic ballast and reflector) 132 19,649 3.14 
4-foot T8 (32w lamps with electronic ballast) 124 14,740 2.36 
Integral CFL (>13 watts screw-in) 436 165,451  26.47 
LED Exit Sign (new fixture or LED retro-fit) 24 7,034 1.13 
Modular CFL (<=18 watts, pin-based electronic ballast fixture) 614 112,513 18.00 
Modular CFL (>18 watts, pin-based electronic ballast fixture) 0 0 0.00 
Occupancy Sensor 1 210 0.03 

Total 1,331 319,597 51.14 

 

The measure most often installed for common areas was the low-wattage modular CFL. The 
majority of the common-area lighting savings came from modular and integral CFL installations.  

Measures installed in individual units included lighting and hot water conservation measures. 
Table 7 shows the measure types, quantity installed, and gross kWh and kW savings for in-unit 
measure installations. Note that only electric water heating measures were counted. 
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Table 7. In-Unit Measure Distribution and Gross Savings 

Measure Quantity Installed Gross kWh Savings Gross kW Savings 

15 watt CFL  30,058                     1,154,227  64.64 
20 watt CFL  2,435                        114,445  6.41 
23 watt CFL  429                         28,228  1.58 
Faucet Aerator  5,190                        191,511  23.86 
Pipe Insulation  2,085                        107,169  13.35 
Showerhead 2.0 gpm  3,370                        890,691  110.96 

Total  43,567                     2,486,271  220,8 

 

As shown, showerhead and CFL installations generated significant kWh savings for the program.  

Program Documentation Review 

Cadmus evaluated program documentation to ensure the database accurately reflected the 
documentation associated with each property. Our program forms review revealed some issues 
that made it challenging to completely verify documentation and installations. However, we do 
not recommend revising the database results, because the site visits (discussed below) found 
installed measures consistent with application forms. We do recommend improving the 
documentation process for PY3.  

Among the issues we discovered during our application review were missing illegible and 
incomplete applications, as well as incorrect installation records.  After follow-up discussions 
with CSG, missing forms were provided. 

In-Unit Document Review 

The in-unit application consists of a program participation agreement and a materials request 
form. After customers have completed these forms, CSG completes a post-installation form for 
each project. The program participation form outlines the program’s terms and conditions, and 
requires the participant to sign and date it as acknowledgment. The materials request form 
includes participant contact information, installation site address, and utility account information. 
The materials request form also requires that participants list the project order details, including 
the type, number, and location of measure installed, and the existing wattage of lighting measure 
being replaced. Examples of the in unit documents are included in Appendix E. 

Cadmus reviewed the project documentation, focusing on the materials request form and post 
installation form to ensure consistency with the database. Cadmus also looked at the program 
participation agreements to check whether contact information, utility account number, and 
signature were filled out. The initial review of the documents received made it clear that some 
key documents were missing. These were later found and provided to Cadmus by CSG. 
Numerous applications had the following issues: 

• Information crossed out 

• Information covered up by Post-It notes  

• Totals on the data collection form either not entered, crossed out, or incorrect 

• Illegible writing on both the application and data collection forms 
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• Notes on side of applications (which made the review confusing) 

• Inconsistency with data entry 

• Multiple updates and revisions to applications  

Many of the applications were difficult to read due to poor handwriting, which significantly 
increased the time it took to complete the document review. In addition, some customers revised 
the application page instead of filling out a new one. 

For example, the following errors and problems were found on one materials request form 
reviewed: 

1. The number of bathroom aerators was entered in the kitchen aerator column  

2. A box was placed around the first six entries in the bathroom aerator column with a note 
“Need to Record” 

3. The top six rows of entries for both CFLs and showerheads were crossed off with a note 
“Already in core app” 

4. Totals for items installed in the building were crossed out twice, with the third entry 
circled 

5. A line through one of the rows noted it as a duplicate 

On another application a customer combined columns, which led to confusion in the review 
process. The customer changed the kitchen aerator column to read bathroom aerator, which 
meant there were two bathroom aerator columns. The two columns - which both had bathroom 
aerator data entered - were summed both horizontally and vertically. The data that was summed 
horizontally included arrows, and totals were entered in the pipe insulation column.  

Common-Area Document Review  

The common-area application included the following forms: terms and conditions, request for 
reservation of incentive funds, and incentive application (including a summary of project-as-
completed form). CSG also completes a post-installation form for common-area projects. 

The terms and conditions form outlines the legal rights and duties of both Ameren Illinois and 
the customer upon participation in the program. The customer’s signature and date on this 
document is their acknowledgement of the program requirements. 

The request for reservation of incentive funds form is completed by the potential program 
participant. This document includes the customer contact information, site address, utility 
account number, contractor contact information (if applicable), payment information, signature, 
and date.  

The customer also completes the incentive application, which includes contact information, 
utility account number, contractor information (if applicable), and payment information. In 
addition, the application includes the project-as-completed form, which documents the 
following: 

• Existing equipment description and wattage 

• New equipment description and wattage 
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• Location of new equipment 

• Hours of operation 

• Quantity of proposed fixtures 

• Total proposed incentive 

The review of the common-area incentive applications and project-as-completed forms revealed 
similar issues with readability as the in-unit applications. Through the review of the common-
area applications forms, some of the following issues were found:  

• Site visit form totals did not match post-installation form totals 

• One property was missing information on the post-installation form 

• Line items on the project-as-completed form were crossed off, but totals for building 
were not updated 

• Site visit form states both gas and electric, but post-installation form states electric only  

• Project file names were not consistent 

Our document review indicates that Ameren Illinois and CSG should work to improve their 
documentation process to allow for better verification. The documents reviewed were confusing 
due to penmanship, notes entered on sides of sheet, rows not totaled, and items being crossed 
out. Some forms were missing for the projects we reviewed. Cadmus recommends moving the 
application and post-installation verification forms to an electronic, Web-based platform in order 
to increase accuracy and efficiency.  

Site Visits 

Cadmus’ subcontractor Mad Dash visited 15 sites for measure verification. Only one of these 
sites installed common-area lighting. For that site, the common-area measures had a 100 percent 
match rate between the measures found during the visit and the measures recorded on the 
common-area summary of project-as-completed form. 

For in-unit properties, the site visits targeted 90 separate units spread over 15 properties. Of 89 
inspected units, 82 were comparable to data found in post-installation forms provided by CSG 
(entitled “Multifamily In-Unit Energy Efficiency Post-Installation Data Collection” form). The 
remaining units were either unlabeled on the site visit data collection sheet or the unit number 
did not match that recorded on the CSG post-installation form. The post-installation forms were 
used for our document review, because the program database did not provide data at the unit 
level.  

Rather than comparing the site visit data and post-installation data on a measure-by-measure 
basis, Cadmus compared the total savings for the 82 matching units discussed above to enable a 
comparison weighted by savings rather than by numbers of measures. The total gross savings 
from each source was calculated based on the number of measures documented and the 
corresponding savings; results are presented in Table 8.  
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Table 8. Site Visit Verification Results: Verified Gross Savings and Recorded Savings 

Facility 
Number 

Savings Calculated 
Using Site Visit Data 

(kWh) 

Savings Calculated 
Using Post-Installation 

Form Data (kWh) 
1 811 817 
2 1,784 2,160 
3 1,583 1,583 
4 4,861 4,898 
5 4,658 4,777 
6 576 691 
7 2,518 2,518 
8 3,664 3,735 
9 998 691 
10 3,563 3,410 
11 2,647 2,609 
12 1,459 1,382 
13 2,196 2,266 
14 2,695 1,344 
15 724 790 

Total 34,739 33,672 

 

The overall realization rate of 103 percent indicates that slightly more measures were found 
during the site visits than were recorded in the application materials. Because the verified 
savings are within the precision levels prescribed by the sampling approach (plus or minus 10 
percent), Cadmus does not recommend any true-up to the tracking database results. Thus, the 
gross savings detailed above in Table 7 and Table 8 remains unadjusted and represents the total 
program gross savings. Program savings are summarized in Table 9. 

Table 9. Summary of Program Gross Energy and Demand Savings 

Program Component 
Number of 
Measures 

Gross kWh 
Savings 

Gross kW 
Savings 

Common-Area Lighting 1,331 319,597 51 
In-Unit Energy Efficiency 43,567 2,486,271  221 

Total 44,898 2,805,868  272 

 

Determination of Net Savings 

Because the in-unit measures were provided free-of-charge to building owners and managers, a 
NTG ratio of 1.0 is assumed for those installations. Because rebates are provided for common-
area measures, Cadmus conducted an analysis of the NTG ratio for common-area installations 
based on information collected in the participant survey. 

The participant survey asked participant owners and managers who installed common-area 
measures six questions in order to determine whether and to what degree each participant could 
be considered a freerider. These questions were: 
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FR1: Prior to learning about the program, would you have installed energy-efficient 
lighting without this program? 

FR2: Prior to installing the energy-efficient lighting had you ever purchased the same 
energy saving item for installation anywhere in your complex? 

FR3: Did the energy-efficient lighting you purchased before have the same level of 
efficiency, or was it more efficient, or less efficient than what was just installed through 
the program? 

FR4: If the rebates for energy-efficient lighting had not been available through the 
program, would you have purchased and installed the same amount of energy-efficient 
lighting on your own, or would you have installed fewer or none? 

FR5: Would you have purchased and installed the energy efficient lighting at a later time 
if Ameren Illinois’ Multifamily program were not available? 

FR6: Was it in your budget to upgrade lighting before you received rebates through 
Ameren Illinois’ program? 

Survey results were placed in a decision-making matrix to determine each participant’s 
freeridership score. The matrix assigned a percentage score to each, from 0 percent freerider to 
100 percent freerider. Example scoring patterns based on the questions included in the final 
freeridership scoring matrix are shown below in Table 10. If the participants did not plan to 
upgrade their equipment, they were not freeriders. Customers who were 100 percent freeriders 
had prior plans to install the common-area measure upgrades, were not influenced by the 
program, and would have installed the equipment without the incentive. Participants can also be 
partial free riders, as shown in the matrix.  
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Table 10. Freeridership Scoring Matrix Example 

Q27 Prior to 
learning 
about 

program, 
would have 
installed 
lighting 

Q28 Had 
installed 
same 
lighting 

elsewhere in 
complex 

Q29 Was 
previously 
purchased 
lighting 
same or 
different 
level of 
efficiency 

Q30 If 
program not 
avail., would 

have 
purchased 
same or 
fewer 

Q31 Would 
have 

installed 
lighting at a 
later time 

Q32 Was in 
budget to 
replace 
lighting 
before 
received 
rebates FR Score 

No x x X x x 0% 
Yes Partial x X x x 100% 
Yes Yes x X x x 100% 
Yes No Partial No Yes No 0% 
Yes No Partial No No No 0% 
Yes No Partial Partial Yes Yes 12.5% 

 

The results of the participant survey analysis showed 20 percent freeridership among common-
area participants. The analysis was based on survey response data from ten of the twelve 
participants who installed common-area measures. This result was applied to program gross 
savings to determine program net savings, which are summarized below in Table 11. 

Table 11. Summary of Program Net Energy and Demand Savings 

Program Component 
Percent 

Freeridership* NTG Ratio 
Net kWh 
Savings 

Net kW 
Savings 

Common-Area Lighting 20% 0.80 255,677 41 
In-Unit Energy Efficiency 0% 1.00 2,486,271  220 

Total Program 2% 0.98 2,741,949 262 

*Total program freeridership was calculated by taking a weighted average based on gross savings in each program 
component. 

 

Process Evaluation 
Two primary data sources informed the PY2 process evaluation: the participant survey and the 
stakeholder interviews. Information from the documentation review and evaluability assessment 
also was reviewed. This section details the findings of each evaluation activity that contributed to 
our assessment of the program’s processes. 

Participant Survey Findings 

The participant survey focused on seven categories: measure installation and selection decisions; 
measure purchasing decisions; exposure to program marketing; experience with application 
process; program and measure satisfaction; freeridership and spillover; and building 
characteristics. 
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Measure Installation and Selection Decisions 

Owners were asked if they installed each of four measures in their buildings’ units - CFLs, 
showerheads, faucet aerators, and pipe insulation.1 Three measures were especially popular, with 
83 percent saying they installed CFLs, and 88 percent reporting installing both showerheads and 
faucet aerators. Pipe insulation was installed less often, but still conducted by a majority (54 
percent) of participants.  

There was a wide variation in the reported number of measures installed per facility, 
corresponding to the wide variation in numbers of units among the participating 
owner/managers. On average, participants reported installing 280 CFLs. These ranged from a 
minimum of six to a maximum of 909 CFLs per facility. A relatively large number of 
participants, 49 percent, did not know or report how many CFLs they installed. Results for all the 
measures are summarized in Table 12. 

Table 12. Reported Quantities of Measures Installed 
Measure Average Minimum Maximum % Don’t Know 
CFLs, n=35 280 6 909 49% 
Showerheads, n=37 86 3 375 16% 
Faucet Aerators, n=37 107 3 500 22% 
Pipe Insulation, n=23 120 6 500 43% 

 

There were some clear differences in the types of responses owners gave when asked why they 
installed each of the four energy-saving items (CFLs, showerheads, faucet aerators, and pipe 
insulation). Each respondent was given the chance to offer the main reasons they installed each 
item. They were allowed to give more than one answer or reason for each item. When why they 
installed CFLs, 43 percent mentioned ‘To help my tenants.’ Other frequently mentioned 
responses included: ‘To save energy’ (31 percent), ‘To lower energy bills’ (20 percent), and 
‘Because they were free’ (14 percent).  

The reasons for installing CFLs contrast with the most popular responses given for the other 
three measures. Forty-six percent said the main reason they installed showerheads was ‘To lower 
my energy bill and save energy,’ an answer also given by 49 percent as the reason they installed 
faucet aerators. For pipe insulation, 52 percent reported the main reason for installation was ‘to 
save energy,’ while 39 percent said the main reason was to ‘lower my energy bill and save 
energy.’  

These responses suggest that participants viewed installing in-unit CFLs as an altruistic gesture, 
probably because most of these buildings have individual meters for electricity use, and tenants 
pay their own electricity bills. The other three measures, however, save water and water heat – 
both of which are more frequently paid for by the building owner or manager. These results, 
summarized in Table 13, highlight participants’ interest in energy efficiency and cost savings. 

  

                                                 

1  Cadmus did not compare the survey result to the program database – this question was intended to stimulate 
participant recall of installations and set the stage for follow-up questions rather than to verify the accuracy of 

the program database. 
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Table 13. Reasons for Installing Measures in Individual Units* 

Response CFLs (n=35) 

Shower-
heads 
(n=37) 

Faucet 
Aerators 
(n=37) 

Pipe 
Insulation 
(n=23) 

To help my tenants  43% 11% 8% 17% 
To save energy 31% 14% 19% 52% 

To lower energy bill, save money on bills 20% 46% 49% 39% 
Because they were free 14% 8% 8% 4% 
Environmental reasons 9% 5% 3% - 
To replace broken equipment 3% - 5% - 
Part of a remodel or renovation 3% 8% 5% 4% 
Other 9% 32% 27% 9% 
Don’t know - - - 6% 
*Highest-frequency response for each measure is bold; totals are greater than 100%, as respondents offered multiple answers.  

 

The reasons participants gave for installing common-area lighting upgrades were more 
straightforward:  to save energy (50 percent) and to lower energy bills (40 percent). 

Measure Purchasing Decisions 

Participants who installed common-area lighting measures were asked about their purchasing 
experience. All ten common-area participants surveyed reported purchasing the equipment 
themselves. The results were split regarding ease in finding lighting; while six participants, or 60 
percent, reported that the lighting measures were very easy to find, three rated the difficulty in 
finding lighting at an eight or above on a scale of zero to ten, indicating that they had difficulty 
in finding the lighting measures. Eight common-area installers found it very easy to find energy-
efficient equipment, while the remaining two found it difficult. Three participants reported that 
they had help selecting equipment from a salesperson. These results indicate that, in general, 
most participants did not have trouble locating and purchasing the appropriate lighting measures 
for their building. 

Exposure to Program Marketing 

All participants were asked how they first learned about the program. The most frequently 
mentioned method, by 48 percent of respondents, was by receiving a cold call. Ten percent said 
they learned about the program through friends or family, and another 10 percent said they 
learned through a presentation. Seven percent learned about the program through the Act On 
Energy Website. Other communications channels were mentioned less frequently. These results 
are summarized in Table 14. 
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Table 14. Initial Method of Learning about Multifamily Program 

Method  
Percent* 
(n=42) 

Cold call  48% 
Friend or family 10% 
Other presentation 10% 
Website 7% 
Received letter 2% 
Contractor 2% 
Other 21% 
Don’t know 7% 
*Totals to more than 100%, as respondents offered multiple answers. 

 

Respondents were then asked to rate how informative each cited method was, with 0 meaning 
not at all informative and 10 meaning very informative. Cold calling was reported to be a very 
informative method; 90 percent of those who received cold calls rated that method 8 or above, 
and 40 percent rated it 10 out of 10. While few participants mentioned them, ‘Other 
presentation’, ‘Website’, and ‘Contractor’ were also rated as very informative, with 100 percent 
giving them a rating of 8 or higher.  

Additionally, 75 percent of the owners who did not install common-area equipment said they 
were aware that Ameren Illinois was offering incentives for installing such common-area 
equipment. These results demonstrate that cold calling apartment building owners and managers 
is an effective way of reaching prospective participants. 

Finally, participants were asked how motivated they were to participate once they had received 
program information. Owner motivation to participate in the program was very high once they 
learned about it: 44 percent said their motivation level was 10 out of 10, and another 44 percent 
rated it as an 8 or 9.  

Experience with Application Process 

Those installing common-area measures appeared to be satisfied with the ease of filling out the 
incentive application. Twenty percent scored the application process 10 out of 10, where 0 means 
not at all easy and 10 means very easy. Another 60 percent gave it an 8 or 9. Seventy percent of 
the common-area participants said the incentive arrived in a reasonable amount of time. Only 
one person said the incentive did not arrive in a reasonable time period, with an additional two 
saying they didn’t know. No one reported having an issue they needed to resolve with Ameren 
Illinois regarding incentives.  

Program and Measure Satisfaction  

Program participants are very satisfied with their program experiences: 81 percent of participants 
rated their overall satisfaction as an 8 or higher, and 38 percent rated it 10 out of 10 (very 
satisfied). Satisfaction was similarly high with all four in-unit measures, with between 45 and 54 
percent giving each measure a rating of 10 (very satisfied).  

Among common-area installers, six gave common-area lighting a 10 satisfaction rating (very 
satisfied), one rated it 9 and three rated it 8, so all participants were satisfied or very satisfied.  
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Freeridership and Spillover  

The results of the freeridership-related questions were analyzed using a decision matrix (see the 
above section in this report ‘Determination of Net Savings), and 20 percent of surveyed 
participants who installed common-area measures were determined to be freeriders. This result 
was applied to program gross savings to determine program net savings. 

Although spillover was not quantified and applied as an adjustment to program savings, Cadmus 
asked a short battery of questions to determine whether any spillover effects appeared to have 
occurred. Fifty percent of all participants said they installed other energy-efficient equipment 
without incentives or rebates. Within this group, 55 percent said they installed ENERGY STAR® 
equipment. A large proportion (32 percent) did not know whether the equipment they had 
installed was ENERGY STAR® labeled. Also within this group, 50 percent rated the program’s 
influence as an 8 or higher, suggesting the program was very influential in their decision to 
install additional efficient equipment. Eighteen percent of those who had installed equipment 
without incentives said they had participated in utility programs other than the multi family 
program.  

Building Characteristics 

Respondents were asked to describe the characteristics of their building or complex. Forty-three 
percent of participants overall had just one building in their complex. Twelve percent had 13 or 
more buildings. The number of units owned or managed ranged from three to 399. Half of the 
respondents could not estimate the approximate square footage of their building/complex. For 
those that could make this estimate, square footage ranged from a minimum of 65,924 square 
feet to a maximum of 430,053 square feet. Respondents were given two options to estimate the 
square footage of their common areas: they could provide the estimate in square feet or as a 
percent of the total. These results, along with additional building characteristics, are summarized 
in Table 15. 

Table 15. Characteristics of Participant Multifamily Buildings 

 

Additionally, 48 percent of multifamily building participants reported that their building or 
complex uses electric energy only, with 52 percent reporting that they use a mix of gas and 
electric. All but one of the participants using gas reported that they purchase their gas from 
Ameren Illinois.  

Stakeholder Interview Findings 

Cadmus conducted interviews with three program stakeholders as identified in Table 16. The 
interviews focused on three general program areas: marketing, the audit and installation process, 
and payments and invoicing. Interviewees were also asked to give their opinions about the 

Characteristic Average Minimum Maximum 
Number of buildings in complex (n=42) 7 1 40 
Units in multifamily complex (n=41) 92 3 399 
Approximate square footage of building/complex (n=21) 65,924 1,700 430,053 
Common-area amount in square feet (n=12) 2,079 0 10,800 
Common-area amount as a percentage (n=29 )  18% 0% 50% 
Approximate age of building complex (n=41)  30 1 82 
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program in general. Interviews were conducted in July and September of 2010, and followed the 
interview guide attached in Appendix C. 

Table 16. Stakeholder Interviewees 

Title Organization 

Program Manager Ameren Illinois 
Program Manager CSG 
Sales Representative Lighting Company 

 

Each person interviewed had quite different daily tasks, ranging from a focus on managing 
others, to implement the program, to having a more hands-on role in program delivery, to being 
involved in all aspects of the sales process. The breadth of interviewee involvement with the 
project provided a multifaceted examination of the program’s functioning. 

When asked about the program’s primary goals, each interviewee had a slightly different 
perspective. One manager described the goals as ‘find ways to help customers save money, save 
energy, don’t waste energy, help them manage bills and energy usage.’ The other manager 
characterized the goals as ‘achieve savings goals mandated by the legislature and improve the 
energy efficiency of housing stock in the multifamily sector.’ The sales representative provided 
the most direct response: ‘To reduce kilowatt usage - that is the primary goal of the program so 
that is what we try to help them do.’ 

Marketing 

All stakeholders have tried various methods of marketing the program. There was a general 
consensus that cold calling was a very effective way to gain new business; both program 
managers thought of cold calling as the most effective method; the customer feedback cited 
above confirms this perception. The sales representative saw cold calling as effective, but also 
viewed referrals from other facilities as a very good way to get new business. The program 
managers did not view their efforts to get new business as marketing per se, possibly given their 
reliance on cold calling. 

The sales representative mentioned regularly putting out flyers offering free energy analysis 
audits. These flyers would be provided by Ameren Illinois, affixed with the lighting company’s 
logo. After sending out the flyers, the sales representative would do follow-up calling in the 
neighborhood. Once given permission to visit, they would typically provide free energy analysis, 
offer recommendations, and take care of all paperwork associated with the incentives, if that is 
the customer’s preference.  

One program manager is very optimistic about the program’s future participation potential. He 
thinks the market is not yet near saturation. He also thinks facilities catering to middle and lower 
income residents have the most potential. These typically have less maintenance staff, and may 
be less likely to have new efficient technologies installed. Newer apartments are better staffed, 
and have higher quality equipment and correspondingly less energy saving potential.  
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Energy Audits and Installations 

There were some differences among stakeholders in determining site eligibility. One program 
manager said he would look mainly at technical potential, and reported that they try to stick with 
higher savings projects. He specifically mentioned CFLs and showerheads, and suggested they 
might not do an all-aerator project, as the savings would not be great enough. The sales 
representative and other program manager were concerned mostly with determining that the 
prospect met all of the program qualification requirements.  

Interviewee perspectives on custom audits also differ. One program manager said that custom 
audits were done: if the property owner wants to upgrade, the account manager will walk through 
the building with the property owner or property manager, making suggestions about HVAC or 
air sealing (for example). The other program manager reported that custom audits were not done, 
that the process was all walk through, and that the property owner/manager is either interested or 
not. The sales representative had a very specific definition of a custom audit - he said it would be 
triggered by a lot of incandescent and/or exterior lighting, and his example was ‘if we take 50 
fixtures out and put in 20 we would have to go in under the custom program.’ 

Going forward, Ameren Illinois plans to add additional energy-saving measures and phase out 
the pipe wrap measure, since it is considered to be too time consuming. 

Payment and Invoicing 

The sales representative said they had a 30 day net policy on their invoices, and were usually 
paid within 60 days. The other staff personnel were less specific about payment and invoicing 
timing, but one of them did some research after the interview and contacted us to inform us that 
he found it was generally a two week process to pay an invoice. There were no reported 
problems with payments or invoicing, beyond normal discrepancies that have been resolved 
easily with a little research and telephone calling.  

Overall Program  

There was general consensus among the interviewees that the program is doing well. One 
program manager said this was the only program they’d had where there was no negative 
feedback and quite a bit of positive feedback from property managers about the account 
managers. The other program manager said they had already hit their goals and had a full 
pipeline of work in the coming months. The sales representative also was optimistic about the 
program in general; he thought that incentive levels should remain the same (without decreases) 
to maintain public interest in the programs. He also expressed some general concerns about the 
slow economy and its potential impact on demand, but said the program itself was a good one. 
All three stakeholders were clear that the program overall was useful, successful, and is 
accomplishing its main goals of promoting and achieving energy efficiency.  

Program Material Review 

Cadmus reviewed the documents that a customer would encounter in applying for incentives for 
common-area measures. These include: the multifamily common-area lighting program 
application documents, program ally list, guidelines to qualifying measures, terms and conditions 
of the program overview, and the request for reservation of incentive funds. 
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The Multifamily Common-Area Lighting Program Ally List can be used by customers to locate 
participating contractors to install the program materials. This list is included in Appendix F. 
Since the number of participants using contractors to install common measures has been low, the 
ally list hasn’t been used much. However, this may change in the future as Ameren Illinois adds 
measures to the list and more buildings participate. The list includes the company name, address, 
telephone number, contact name, email address, and/or Website address, in addition to the areas 
they each serve in Illinois.  

The Multifamily Common-Area Lighting Program Guidelines to Qualifying Measures assists 
customers in deciding which qualifying measures to install in their building. Measures are 
divided into different lighting categories to simplify the selection process. Each lighting category 
lists the type of measure, incentive amount, and description of incentive (specifications, typical 
applications, and a photographed example of a qualifying measure).  

The Multifamily Common-Area Lighting Program Overview presents a program summary. This 
overview gives customers an understanding of the program qualifications, defines what a 
common area is, defines the energy-efficient measures included in the program, the incentive 
amounts, and outlines the estimated long-term savings of installation for certain measures. This 
information is then followed up with a step-by-step outline of the application process.  

The purpose of the material review was to evaluate the ease of understanding, correct contact 
data, and ease of use of Website address links. There were several problems with the documents, 
as discussed below. 

Several inaccuracies associated with individual allies existed on the program ally list: 

• Action Electric - the E-mail address is for Lisa, but the contact should be Rick 
VanDynHoven 

• Aschinger Electric - the Website information is not valid  

• Budget Lighting – the Website has a different address and contact number than what is 
listed on the form 

• Witte Electric - the Website information is missing 

One of the issues encountered was ease of use with the Website address links. The address links 
for the Consortium for Energy Efficiency (cee1.org) and Act On Energy - both of which are 
included on the guidelines to qualifying form - were not easily navigated. The CEE1 Website is 
referred to as a resource to learn about T8 lighting options. The Website has a Multifamily 
Housing area, but that Web page is no longer current. There are other areas on the Web page for 
consumers to learn about lighting; however, it is not clear whether the residential or the 
commercial program would be the appropriate link. Only after the consumer goes through both 
Web pages is it clear that the commercial Webpage has the needed information.  

The Act On Energy Website is not easily navigated. The home page has links for home, 
business, and energy saving tips. While the multifamily program is listed under “business,” there 
are not any direct links to multifamily programs on the first linked Web page. Many multifamily 
building managers have competing demands on their time. Streamlining program information 
and increasing ease of use will benefit those who are looking for multifamily program resources. 
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Evaluability Assessment 

A program evaluability assessment ensures that the program’s data collection and organization 
will enable future evaluations to be conducted with ease and accuracy. Cadmus conducted this 
assessment while reviewing the database and associated documentation provided.  

Last year Cadmus reviewed what data were being collected for use in evaluations; this year 
Cadmus examined the finer details of the data collection and transfer process for reducing 
sources of error. Our review, summarized in Table 17, shows that the program could benefit 
from improved QA/QC practices.  

Table 17. Evaluability Assessment of Data Collection Practices 

Industry Best Practice 
Multifamily Program/ 

Subcontractor Practice? Cadmus Comments 

Consistent document labeling/naming 
convention 

No  

Electronic records include data on 
individual units 

No  

Electronic records show cumulative 
results per facility No 

Currently database bundles measures by 
type and installation date, with corrections 
entered as separate items 

Electronic records include savings 
calculations 

Yes  

Use of FTP for secure transfer of 
customer data 

Yes  

Clear and legible handwritten forms 
No 

Many forms were difficult to read, multiple 
edits made on the same form are unclear 

All fields completely filled out on forms No  
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5. Conclusions and Recommendations 

Conclusions 
Participation in the PY2 program is up considerably from PY1; however, similar to PY1, less 
than 10 percent of participants install common-area measures. As in many programs, 
participation is limited by the slow economy and barrier of the upfront investment needed to 
receive incentives. Cadmus’ NTG analysis found very low freeridership on the common-area 
measures, indicating that the incentives are effective in encouraging investment. 

Stakeholders and participants are both reportedly satisfied with the program, although several of 
the common-area participants felt it was difficult to identify equipment qualifying for rebates. 
While the trade allies would be helpful to participants, customers are not required to use trade 
allies for common-area lighting installations, and therefore most identified and installed 
common-area measures on their own. 

Cold calling appears to be the most effective marketing method, as both the participant survey 
and the stakeholder interviews identified it as effective in helping customers learn about the 
program. There was a notably wide variability in facility size among the owner-participants 
(from three to nearly 400 units). 

There appeared to be confusion among the program stakeholders as to project eligibility and how 
the audit process works. Better definition of program approaches and post-installation 
verification procedures may improve results. 

The participant documentation process needs improvement, as missing and illegible forms made 
it difficult to verify installations and savings. The program documentation and Website was also 
difficult to navigate and contained inaccuracies. 

Table 18 summarizes and compares the PY2 results to PY1 using NTG ratios calculated in each 
respective year. 

Table 18. PY2 Multifamily Program Gross and Net Results 

Program Year 
Gross kWh 
Savings 

Gross kW 
Savings 

Net kWh 
Savings Net kW Savings 

PY2 2,805,868  272 2,741,949 262  

PY1 1,073,094 107 816,654 82 

 

Recommendations 
Cadmus identified the following recommendations for improving the program in PY3 and 
beyond. 

• Put more emphasis on marketing for common-area measures. If more common-area 
installations are complete, the program will be more cost-effective and leverage the 
marketing and site visit dollars invested. While it is understandable that the upfront 
investment and concerns about the economy are participation barriers, additional 
marketing could overcome this resistance. Follow-up calls by CSG or leads to trade allies 
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could be one marketing approach. Also consider making formal presentations to the 
building owners, emphasizing cost savings and other benefits, such as “green” marketing. 
Some common-area participants suggested that they had difficulty locating eligible 
equipment. The eligible measures form could be made more “customer friendly” and 
offer suggestions of where and what products to purchase.  

• Focus on defining the program so all stakeholders have the same understanding of 

how the program works and how to optimize eligibility. . It was apparent from the 
interviews that stakeholders did not all have the same understanding of how the program 
operates, and specifically how eligible customers are identified and optimized. Better 
definition could provide some program benefits and ensure their proper use. Given the 
wide variety of facility size among participants, Ameren Illinois could evaluate whether 
there are special efficiencies or advantages to concentrating on a specific type, size, or 
age of building complex to promote the program. 

• Change applications, materials request, and post-installation forms to an electronic 

format. The current documents were confusing due to penmanship, notes entered on sides 
of sheet, rows not totaled, and items being crossed out - which decrease the evaluability 
of the program. Moving to an electronic, Web-based application will increase accuracy 
and efficiency. 

• Updating the Website address links for program information. The CEE1 Website and 
the Act on Energy Website have valuable information for consumers; however, both sites 
are not easily navigated. When listing the CEE1 Website as a resource for additional 
information, include what page the resource is on. This will increase ease of use. For the 
Act On Energy Website, include a heading for multifamily program information on the 
first page of the website. Again, this will increase usability and perhaps increase program 
participation.  

• Implement a naming convention for program participant files. Multiple methods were 
used when naming program files. In some cases, the multiple naming conventions made 
evaluating the documents arduous. The method that was most useful was site id_dwelling 
name. This naming convention allowed Cadmus to quickly match sites with post review 
information, thus increasing our evaluation efficiency. 

• Implement ongoing quality control checks for the program documentation. Due to 
initially missing and illegible data forms identified in our documentation review process, 
Cadmus recommends that Ameren Illinois and CSG develop a quality control system that 
ensures all the forms are in place and legible before rebates are paid or results are counted 
in the tracking database. 
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Appendix A. Document Review Protocol 

This protocol describes how to complete the document review effort for the Ameren Illinois 
Multifamily Program. There are three distinct areas to review: 

1. The One time review includes items that are overarching and require a thorough reading 
of program materials. This review is designed to address inconsistencies and program 
mechanics. 

2. The Common-Area Review focuses on the common-area rebate program and includes a 
review of the materials submitted to the program and the associated database. 

3. The In-Unit Review focuses on the in-unit portion of the program and includes a review 
of the materials submitted to the program and the associated database. 

This protocol is to be used in conjunction with the Document Review Database (doc Review 
Database 02AUG2010.xls). Please review program forms for the participating buildings from the 
sample, which can be found in the Ameren multifamily folder. Enter the results into the 
spreadsheet using the instructions in this protocol. 

There are two types of multifamily measures: common-area measures and in-unit measures. This 
program provides an incentive for common-area measures and free efficiency upgrades for 
individual units. Any errors or areas for improvement in program documentation should be 
recorded along with noting which document the error or area in question is located.  

1. One time review items 

1. Begin the document review by reading the multifamily common-area lighting program 
overview.  

o Ensure that the dates, Web address, and other numbers are correct.  

o If the document refers to a Web page, check that the page exists and is functional.  

o Note any inconsistencies or errors in the Errors Found tab, including the name of the 
program material where it was found.  

2. Check the program ally list and ensure the Websites are functional.  

3. Check the “Guidelines to Qualifying Measures” document and check for consistency 
with other documents.  

4. Review program documents for logic and consistency. Again, any inconsistencies or 
errors should be documented in the Errors Found tab, including the name of the program 
material where it was found. 

5. Review the Terms and Conditions language. 

6. Review the Common-Area Lighting Program Overview. 

7. Review the fields in the forms. 

2.  Common-Area Review 

1. Check the Request for Reservation of Incentive Funds and Terms and Conditions forms 
for completeness. If these are completed, please input “complete” into the database in 
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columns N-O. If information in missing input “incomplete,” if the form is missing then 
input “missing.” Any inconsistencies or errors found in the forms should be documented 
in the Errors Found tab. Please include the name and section number of the program 
material where the error was found. 

a. Forms Complete = Complete 

b. Input missing = Incomplete 

c. Form is missing = Missing 

2. Check the following forms: 

o Multifamily Common-Area Lighting Incentive Funds Application form should be 
checked for complete data entries.  

o Check the cut sheets and invoices to see if they match what was claimed to have 
been installed on the Multifamily Common-Area Lighting Incentive Funds 
Application, on the “summary of project as completed” pages.  

There may be multiple sheets for each property due to multiple batch installations, 
be sure to add them together to get the total number of measures installed at that 
property.  

o Record the total quantity of each measure installed for the whole program year in 
the “document review database” (columns P-U).  

o In addition to quantity of measures, compare the “summary of project as 
completed” forms to the “common area” tab in the “document review database” 
workbook. Ensure the following elements match: 

o Address 

o Existing wattage 

o New wattage 

o Location 

o Operating hours  

Again, any inconsistencies or errors should be documented in the Errors Found tab, 
including the name of the program material where it was found.  

3. In Unit Review 

1. Check the Program Participation Agreement and Materials Request forms for complete 
data entries. If these are complete, please input “complete” into the database (columns D-
E) in the appropriate cell. If information in missing input “incomplete,” if the form is 
missing then input “missing.”  

a. Form complete = Complete 

b. Data Missing= Incomplete 

c. Form Missing = Missing 
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2. There may be more than one In-Unit Post Installation Data Collection Form per property. 
Please total up each of the measures across all data forms and report the total quantity 
installed during the 2009 year in the “document review database” for that property 
(columns F-L).  
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Appendix B. Participant Survey Instrument 

Ameren Illinois  
Residential Multifamily Program 

Participating Owner Survey Codebook 

 

NOTE: 
1. Open-ended responses are captured in the file “Ameren IL MF Open Ends.xls”.  
2. Questions were asked of all respondents unless indicated otherwise. 
3. A code of -8 means the respondent answered, “Don’t know”. 
4. A code of -9 means the respondent Refused to answer the question. 

 

Introduction and Confirmation 

Q1  Our records show that your building took part in Ameren’s ActOnEnergy 
Multifamily program where you received free light bulbs, water saving products, 
or other equipment, is that correct? 

1  Yes 

2  No [Terminate] 

Q2  First, I want to confirm what you received from the program. Did you receive free 
light bulbs and /or free water saving products to install in individual units in your 
building? 

1   Yes  

2    No  

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused 

Q3  Did you receive incentives for installing other energy efficiency equipment in your 
common areas?  

1  Yes [If also answered “no” to Q2, skip to “Common Area Incentives”, else 
continue] 

2    No [If also answered “no” to Q2, thank and terminate, else continue]  

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q3a  [ If Q2 <> 1 and Q3 <> 1] What did you receive through the program?  

1 Energy efficient measures for only tenant apartments 

2 Energy efficient equipment for only common areas 

3 Energy efficient equipment for both tenant and common areas 
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4 None of the above 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

In Unit Measure Questions 

Q4   I would like to talk to you about the free light bulbs and water saving items you 
received for your individual units as part of this program. 

Our records indicate that you received [LIST FREE MEASURES] is this correct?   

1  Yes [GO TO Q5] 

2  No  

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q4_2 [If Q4 = No] What did you receive? 

1  Mentioned 

0  Not mentioned 

Q4_2_1  Compact Fluorescent Light bulbs  

Q4_2_2  High Efficiency Showerheads 

Q4_2_3  High Efficiency Faucet Aerators 

Q4_2_4  Pipe Insulation 

Q4_2_5  Other [Specify]  

Q5  [ASK FOR EACH MEASURE FROM Q4] Did you install the [Measures]? 

1 Yes  

2  No  

3 None of any measure [PROBE: Why not?] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q5_1 CFLs  

Q5_2 Showerheads 

Q5_3 Faucet Aerators 

Q5_4 Pipe Insulation 

Q5_1  How many did you install?   

__  [Record qty/length in feet] 
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-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q5_1_1 CFLs (Quantity) 

Q5_1_2 Showerheads (Quantity) 

Q5_1_3 Faucet Aerators (Quantity) 

Q5_1_4 Pipe insulation (Length in feet) 

Q6  What are the main reasons you decided to install [Measures] in the individual 
units? [DO NOT READ] 

1  Mentioned 

0  Not mentioned 

_1  It was free 

_2  To help my tenants 

_3  To save energy 

_4  To lower energy bill, save money on bills 

_5  Environmental reasons 

_6  Liked the make/model/design 

_7  To replace broken equipment 

_8  Part of a remodel or renovation 

_9  Recommended by a family or friend 

_10  Other [Specify] 

_11  Don’t Know 

_12  Refused  

Q6_1  CFLs 

Q6_2  Showerheads 

Q6_3  Faucet Aerators 

Q6_4  Pipe Insulation 

Q7  [IF PROVIDED MORE THAN 1 REASON IN Q6] What was the most important 
reason? [DO NOT READ] 

1  To save energy 

2  To lower energy bill, save money on bills 

3  Environmental reasons 

4  Liked the make/model/design 
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5  To replace broken equipment 

6  Part of a remodel or renovation 

7  Recommended by a family or friend 

8  To get the rebate 

9  Other [Specify] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q7_1 CFLs  

Q7_2 Showerheads 

Q7_3 Faucet Aerators 

Q7_4 Pipe Insulation 

Q8  [SKIP IF Q3=YES] Did you know that Ameren also offers incentives for installing 
certain equipment such as lighting equipment in building common areas?    

1  Yes 

2  No 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Common Area Measure Questions 

Q9  [IF Q3=NO, SKIP TO Q12] Now I would like to talk to you about the energy 
efficiency items you installed in your common areas for which you received an 
incentive from Ameren.  

Our records show you received an incentive for installing [LIST ALL COMMON 
AREA MEASURES] in [date (month/year)]?  

Is that correct?  

1  Yes 

2  No, measure(s) are incorrect. [PROBE: What measures were installed?] 

3  No, date is incorrect.  What date was it?  

4  No, did not receive an incentives, but I’ve applied for them  

5  No I did not apply for any incentives [TERMINATE] 

-8   Don’t Know [TERMINATE] 

-9  Refused  [TERMINATE] 
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Q10  What are the main reasons you decided to install the energy efficient lighting in 
the common area of your building? [DO NOT READ, ACCEPT MULTIPLE 
ANSWERS] 

1 Mentioned 

0 Not mentioned 

Q10_1  To save energy 

Q10_2  To lower energy bill, save money on bills 

Q10_3  Environmental reasons 

Q10_4  Liked the make/model/design 

Q10_5  To replace broken equipment 

Q10_6  Part of a remodel or renovation 

Q10_7  Recommended by a family or friend 

Q10_8  To get the rebate 

Q10_9  Other [Specify] 

Q10_10   Don’t Know 

Q10_11  Refused  

Q11  [IF PROVIDED MORE THAN 1 REASON] What was the most important reason? 

1  To save energy 

2  To lower energy bill, save money on bills 

3  Environmental reasons 

4  Liked the make/model/design 

5  To replace broken equipment 

6  Part of a remodel or renovation 

7  Recommended by a family or friend 

8  To get the rebate 

9  Other [Specify] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Marketing 

Q12  Now I’d like you to think back to when you first learned about Ameren/s 
ActOnEnergy Multifamily program, how did you first learn about it? [DO NOT 
READ, MULTIPLE RESPONSES OKAY] 

Q12_1  Cold call / Someone knocked on my door 
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Q12_2 I received a Letter about the program 

Q12_3 Information left at my apartment building 

Q12_4  Presentation at neighborhood meeting  

Q12_5  Other presentation [Specify] 

Q12_6  Website [GO TO 13B] 

Q12_7  Friend or family 

Q12_8  Contractor        

Q12_9  Other [Specify] 

Q12_10 Don’t Know 

Q12_11 Refused  

Q13  [FOR EACH IN Q12] On a scale of 0-10 where 0 is not at all informative and 10 
is very informative, how informative was the [INSERT APPROPRIATE TYPE 
FROM 12] in describing the program? 

_____ [RECORD RESPONSE (0-10)] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q13a  On a scale of 0-10 where 0 is not at all motivated and 10 is highly motivated, how 
motivated were you to participate in the program as a result of the information 
you received?  

_____ [RECORD RESPONSE (0-10)] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q13b_1  [If Q12 = 6] On a scale of 0-10 where 0 is not at all easy and 10 is very easy; 
please rate the ease of finding information on the website?  

_____ [RECORD RESPONSE (0-10)] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q13b_2  [If Q12 = 6] On a scale of 0-10 where 0 is not at all informative and 10 is very 
informative, how informative was the information presented on the website?   

_____ [RECORD RESPONSE (0-10)] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  
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Application Process 

Q14   [IF Q3=NO, SKIP TO Q25] The next few questions focus on your experience in 
completing the application to receive incentives for common area improvements.  

On a scale of 0-10, where 0 is not at all easy and 10 is very easy, how easy was 
it to fill out the application for incentives?  

_____ [RECORD RESPONSE (0-10)] 

-8   Don’t Know [IF 5 OR >, SKIP TO 17] 

-9  Refused  

Q15  [If Q14 above is <5] What was difficult in filling out the incentives application?  

[RECORD RESPONSE] 

Q16 [If Q14 is <5] Were you able to get the help you needed? 

1  Yes  

2  No   

3  Didn’t ask for help/figured it out for myself 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q17  Did you feel your incentive arrived in a reasonable amount of time?  

1  Yes [GO TO Q20] 

2  No   

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q17_2   [If Q17 = 2] How long did it take?  

[RECORD RESPONSE] 

Q18  Was there an issue to resolve with Ameren about the incentive?   

1  Yes [Probe: What was it?] [GO TO 19] 

2  No [GO TO 20] 

-8   Don’t Know [GO TO 20] 

-9  Refused  [GO TO 20] 

Q19  On a scale of 0-10 where 0 is not at all easy and 10 is very easy, how easy was it 
to resolve the issues?  

_____ [RECORD RESPONSE (0-10)] 

-8   Don’t Know 
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-9  Refused  

Purchase and Installation Information 

Q20  Now I would like you to think about the purchase and installation of the 
incentivized measures (in other words, the common area lighting measures for 
which you received a rebate or money back).  

On a scale of 0 to 10, where 0 is very easy and 10 is not at all easy, how easy 
was it to find a energy efficient lighting that qualified for Ameren’s incentives? 

_____ [RECORD RESPONSE (0-10)] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q21  Did you or your staff purchase and install the energy efficient lighting yourselves 
or did you hire a contractor? 

1  Ourselves  

2  Contractor [GO TO 23] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q22  [If Q21 = 1]  On a scale of 0-10 where 0 is very easy and 10 is not at all easy, 
how easy was it to find the energy efficient lighting you needed?  

_____ [RECORD RESPONSE (0-10)] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q22A  Did a sales person help you decide on the energy efficient lighting to purchase? 

1  Yes [GO TO Q25] 

2  No   

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q23  [If Q21 = 2] On a scale of 0-10, where 0 is not at all easy, and  10 is very easy,  
how easy was it to get the energy efficient lighting installed? 

_____ [RECORD RESPONSE (0-10)] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q24  Did a contractor help you select the energy efficient lighting that you purchased? 

1  Yes 
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2  No   

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Satisfaction 

Q25  Now I would like to ask some questions about your satisfaction with the program 
and the energy efficiency items you installed.  

Overall, on a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 being not at all satisfied, and 10 being very 
satisfied, how satisfied are you with your participation in the program? 

_____ [RECORD RESPONSE (0-10)] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q25A  Why did you give that response?  

[RECORD RESPONSE] 

Q26  On a scale of 0 to 10, with 0 being not at all satisfied and 10 being very satisfied, 
how satisfied are you with the [MEASURE]?   

_____ [RECORD RESPONSE (0-10)] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q26IU_1 CFLs 

Q26IU_2 Showerheads  

Q26IU_3 Faucet Aerators 

Q26IU_4  Pipe Insulation 

Q26COM  [If common area measures installed] Energy efficient lighting you installed in 
common areas? 

Q26A  [IF Q26<5] Why did you give that response? 

[RECORD RESPONSE] 

Free Ridership and Spillover 

Q27  I have just a few questions about your purchase decisions for the energy 
efficiency items installed in your common areas.  

Prior to learning about the program, would you have installed energy efficient 
lighting without this program?? 

1  Yes 

2  No   
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-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q28   Prior to installing the energy efficient lighting had you ever purchased the same 
energy saving item for installation anywhere in your complex? 

1  Yes 

2  No   

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q29 [IF Q28=1] Did the energy efficient lighting you purchased before have the same 
level of efficiency, or was it more efficient, or less efficient than what was just 
installed through the program? 

1  Same efficiency  

2  More efficient, or  

3  Less efficient 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q30   If the rebates for energy saving energy efficient lighting had not been available 
through the program, would you have purchased and installed the same amount 
of energy efficient lighting on your own, or would you have installed fewer or 
none?  

1  Same 

2 Fewer  

3  None  

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q31   Would you have purchased and installed the energy efficient lighting at a later 
time if Ameren’s Multifamily program were not available? 

1  Yes 

2  No   

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q32  Was it in your budget to replace [measures] before you received rebates for them 
through Ameren’s program?  

1  Yes 
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2  No   

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q33  Since participating in the Ameren’s multifamily program, did you install any other 
energy efficient equipment or appliances without incentives or rebates from your 
utility or other energy organizations? 

1  Yes  

2  No [SKIP TO Q37] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q33_1  What did you purchase or install? 

[RECORD RESPONSE] 

Q34  Were any of the equipment or appliances ENERGY STAR rated? 

1  Yes [Probe: Which ones?] 

2  No   

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q35  Overall, on a scale of 0-10 where 0 is not very influential and 10 is very influential 
how much did participating in Ameren’s multi-family program influence you to 
install this other energy efficient equipment?   

_____ [RECORD RESPONSE (0-10)] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q36  Have you participated in any other Ameren or other utility energy efficiency 
programs? 

1  Yes [Probe: What did you get?] 

2  No   

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Program Improvement 

Q37 What do you think is the greatest benefit of participating in Ameren’s multifamily 
program?  

[RECORD RESPONSE] 
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Q38  As a participant what do you see as strengths of this program?  

[RECORD RESPONSE] 

Q39  Do you have any suggestions to improve the program?  

[RECORD RESPONSE] 

Classification 

Q40  Now I have just a few more questions about your building or complex that 
participated in the program. 

How many buildings make up your multifamily complex?  

_____ [RECORD RESPONSE] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q41  How many units are in the multifamily [building/complex]? 

_____ [RECORD RESPONSE] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q42  What is the approximate square footage of the [building/complex]  

_____ [RECORD RESPONSE] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q42_1 How much of that is common area?  

1 Answer in sq ft  

2  Answer in percentage 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q42_1a  [Record Square Feet] 

Q42_1b  [Record Percentage] 

Q43  What is the approximate age of your [building/complex]? 

_____ [RECORD RESPONSE] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q44  Is your building….? 
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1  All Electric 

2  Gas and Electric? 

3  Some other combination of energy sources [Specify] 

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

Q44_1  Do you purchase gas from Ameren?  

1  Yes  

2  No   

-8   Don’t Know 

-9  Refused  

R1       Thank you that completes the survey. I just have one more question. 

         Within a few weeks we will be offering people $50 to allow a trained technician to 
visit their apartment complexes. The visit should take about 30-45 minutes, 
during which time a technician will gather and verify information on the 
lighting/water-saving equipment installed through the program. 

         By saying yes, you are simply agreeing to be re-contacted to set up an 
appointment. During the visit, there will be no attempt to sell you anything. 

          Would you be interested in being a part of this type of visit? 

1       Yes 

2       No [Say: THANK YOU VERY MUCH FOR YOUR TIME] 

-8      Don’t know 
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Appendix C. Stakeholder Interview Guides 

Ameren Illinois Multifamily Program Stakeholder Interview Guide 
Thank you for taking the time to talk with me today about the program. 

As you know, The Cadmus Group, Inc., is evaluating the program on behalf of Ameren Illinois. 
The purpose of this interview is to gather information on program processes, operations, and 
activities since the program’s inception. Please note that this is not an audit, and that your 
comments will be kept confidential. Our goal is to create a complete description of the program 
from all perspectives so that we can identify what is working well and what can potentially be 
improved.  Because of your role in program implementation, your perspective is very important 
to us, and we appreciate your taking the time to share it with us.  

We expect this interview to take less than an hour of your time.  

Introduction 

1. What is your role in the Ameren Illinois Multifamily program? (probe for: title, 

responsibilities, number of staff supervising/assisting)  For how long have you had this 

role?  

2. Which program aspects (design, marketing, delivery, administration, customer response) 

are you most familiar with? 

3. What do you believe are the program’s primary goals?  

4. In general terms, will you please walk me through the delivery of Ameren Illinois’ 
Multifamily Program? (probe for marketing, contact with customers, scheduling and 
conducting audits, supplying recommendations to landlord, installing measures, any 
follow-up, incentive applications, and inspections) 

Program Delivery 

Marketing 

5. What is your strategy for identifying multifamily complexes to target?  

6. What methods have you used for marketing the program to potential participants (phone 

calls, canvassing, business associations, or other)?  

7. How effective would you say those methods have proved to be?  

8. What marketing materials do you use? (ask for copies of marketing materials) 

9. How effective are these marketing materials?  

10. Do you market this program to contractors and trade allies?  

11. Did you use contractors to implement the program this year? 
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Energy Audits and Installations 

12. How is a site determined to be eligible for the program?  

13. Did the concept of recommending energy efficiency upgrades  to participants get 

implemented  in the last year.  (probe for Shell and HVAC) 

14. What would trigger a custom audit?  

15. How many CFLs were installed in each apartment? 

16. All the common area measures were lighting measures, do you know why there were no 

additional measures?  Were they not offered? 

17. Is it still true that the account manager shows the maintenance manager how to install the 

measures the first day?    

18. Are installations inspected after completion? 

a. If yes, by whom?  

19. How is data collected on participants and the participating buildings? Have there been 

any difficulties with data tracking?  

20. What other reporting is required by the Program? How often are these reports submitted?  

21. Do you feel the incentives offered by the Program are sufficient for engaging 

participants?  

22. Are you satisfied with the range of equipment that is eligible for incentives? 

23. Are there measures that you feel would be beneficial to many buildings, but are not 

adopted by participants?  (Probe for Shell and HVAC measures.) 

Payment and Invoicing 

24. How is CSG paid for completed projects?  

25. Generally, how long after CSG submit(s) the invoice(s) are you paid for a project?  

26. If there are problems with an invoice, how are they generally resolved?  

Overall program  

27. Other than reporting on individual projects, what other reporting is required by the 

program?  

28. Is that amount of reporting sufficient?   Have the reporting concerns been resolved? 

29. Have there been any changes to program design since implementation began?  

a. If yes, what are the reasons for these changes? 

30. Did CSG develop the dash board they planned to? 

31. Do you foresee any changes that will occur in program design over the next year?  
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a. If yes, what are the changes and why? 

32. Overall, do you feel the program is and/or will be useful for participants?  

33. Do you feel that the program will be successful over the next two years?  

Thank you for your time! Can we call you again in a year to ask you some additional questions 

about the program?  
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Appendix D. Ameren Multifamily Site Visit Manual 

Preparation for Site Visits 
The purpose of site visits is to perform spot checks for quality control on the implementation 
process. There will not be any penalties to the building owner/management for any reason.  

Site Visit Notification to Building Owner/Manager 

Either during the scheduling call or at least 2 days before the site visit discuss the following 
items with the building owner/manager: 

• Purpose of the visit, required by Ameren Illinois Utilities for evaluating the overall 
program 

• Date, time, and expected duration (1 ½ - 2 hours) of the visit 

• They will receive a $50 VISA gift card as a thank you for their time involved in the visit 

• The building owner/manager needs to accompany the technician on the visit 

• They will need to get tenant permission in advance to enter any of the units during the 
visit 

• Ask how many units are in the complex and let them know the technician will need to 
visit a random sample of the units that will be chosen by the technician at the time of the 
visit. 

Data Collection Sheet Preparation 

Each site scheduled for verification will have its own verification form. This sheet has fields 
which should be filled out prior to the visit. After the call, look up the sampling pattern in Table 
1 below. As an example, if the owner says there are a total of 20 units on site, then you will 
attempt to visit every 4th unit, skipping those where the tenant refuses. Ideally, 6 or more units 
will be inspected at each complex where possible. 

Table 1. Sampling Pattern 

Number of Total Units in 
Complex 

Number of Units to Visit per 
Complex Visit Every _____ Unit 

1-6 All All 
7-12 Minimum of 6 units 2nd 
13-18 Minimum of 6 units 3rd 
19-24 Minimum of 6 units 4th 
25-30 Minimum of 6 units 5th 
31-36 Minimum of 6 units 6th 

For any complexes having more 
than 36 units Minimum of 6 units 

The number of units divided by 6 (EG if you have 60 
units divide 60 by 6 and visit every 10th unit.) 

 

Fill out the following fields, marked with an asterisk (*), in the verification form from 
information in the program database or notes from speaking to the building manager/owner:  
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• site ID 

• building address  

• building manager name and phone number  

• number of units in the complex  

• skip pattern  

Also, look up the building in the database to see if there are common area measures installed. If 
there are common area measures present, indicate the quantity expected in the corresponding 
column on the verification form.     

Site Visit Etiquette 

• Dress appropriately for the inspection. Specifically, wear close-toed shoes, the Ameren 
logo polo shirt and casual office slacks (no shorts or skirts).  

• Do not make or receive cell phone calls while on site unless necessary.  

• Be on time for all site visit appointments. If you will be more than 15 minutes late for an 
appointment, call the building manager and confirm that you may still perform the 
verification.  

• Try to not inconvenience the tenants in the apartment. 

• Wipe your feet before entering the apartment.  

• Answer all participant and building manager questions.  

What to Bring 

Bring the following to each site visit: 

• Data collection sheet (bring at least 3 blank verification forms) 

• Gift card signature sheet 

• Clipboard and pen 

• This manual 

Measure Verification  
The following sections describe how the on-site data collection sheet will be filled out during the 
visit. Please write your name (field staff) and the date of the site visit when you first arrive at the 
property.   

Upon Arrival 

Greet the building owner/manager and remind him or her that this verification is required by 
Ameren Illinois Utilities for purposes of evaluating the overall program. There are no penalties 
for any reason. Explain that you will need to visit the common areas (if measures were installed 
there) and a minimum of 6 units (where possible) according to the skip pattern determined in 
section 1.2. Ask the manager/owner if the property is all electric or also receives gas service and 
record in the appropriate field on the form. 
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Measure Verification 

There are two possible types of measures: common area measures and in unit measures. First, 
inspect the common areas with the building manager and fill out any common area measures on 
the form. Then go back and confirm in unit measures separately.  

Common Area Lighting Measures 

For each of the measures, fill in the corresponding information as directed by the on-site form, 
and confirm the hours of use with the building manager. Please see the photos below for 
examples of the different measures.  

In addition to the quantity of measures, check for proper installation and be sure to note 

any measures which may not have been installed with care. Lighting measures should only 

be present in high use areas and bulbs should not be missing or burnt out. Wires should be 

tucked away and not easily accessible.  
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In Unit Measures 

For in unit measures, ask the building manager to ask tenants for permission to enter the home 
and count the measures, record the apartment number on the form in the “Unit # _____” field. 
Visit at least 6 units if possible, following the skip pattern already filled out on the form. If you 
cannot get into the units randomly chosen, go on to the next unit until you are able to do an 
inspection. Then continue with the skip pattern until you have run out of time or units. If you run 
out of units using the randomized sampling approach, then go back and attempt to inspect units 
that were previously skipped until you have inspected at least 6 units, noting where you had to 
deviate from the protocol in section 1.2 on the space provided on the form called “notes”. If you 
visit more than 6 units, continue data collection on a second verification sheet with the building 
ID and address indicated at the top of every additional page. 

For each of the measures, fill in the corresponding information as directed by the on-site form. 
Please see the photos below for examples of the different measures. Except for pipe wrap, each 
CFL, aerator or showerhead counts as a single unit. For example, a light fixture with 3 CFLs in 
the apartment will increase the quantity of CFLs recorded on the form by “3”. For the pipe wrap 
measure, note the total number of feet of piping insulated in the unit. 
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n addition to the quantity of measures, check for proper installation and be sure to note 

any measures which may not have been installed with care. Lighting measures should only 

be present in high use areas (no closets) and bulbs should not be missing or burnt out. 

Plumbing measures should be screwed on properly without any leakage, pipe insulation 

should fit snugly around the pipe and not loose or damaged.  

CFL Kitchen Aerator Showerhead Bathroom Aerator 

 

 
 

 

15 W 

2.2 gpm 2.0 gpm 1.5 gpm 20 W 

23 W 

 

Notes 

Please include any notes that you feel are necessary to fully capture the quality of program 
implementation.  

Visit Conclusion 
As you are preparing to leave the home:  

• Thank the building owner/manager for their participation 

• Give gift card to owner/manager and ask for them to sign the signature sheet.  

Data Collection Form 
See form in attached excel file. 

Gift Card Signature Sheet 
See form in attached excel file.   
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APPENDIX E. IN UNIT FORMS  
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APPENDIX F. COMMON AREA FORMS 

 







































 

The Cadmus Group, Inc. 

57 Water Street, Watertown, MA 02472 � Telephone: 617.673.7000 � Fax: 713.637.7001 

An Employee-Owned Company � www.cadmusgroup.com 

 
 

Date:  February 9, 2011 

To: Karen Kansfield, Ameren Illinois  

From: Robert Huang, The Cadmus Group Inc. 

Re: Domestic Hot Water Savings Analysis Addendum to PY2 Multifamily 
and Home Energy Performance Reports 

 

In January 2010, Cadmus developed an engineering estimate of unit savings for domestic hot 

water (DHW) measures in follow up to the PY1 Home Energy Performance and Multifamily 

program evaluations. The purpose of this memo is to describe how these results, shown in 

Table 1, were calculated. 

Table 1. Domestic Hot Water Unit Savings Summary 

DHW Default Savings Estimates 

Type of Water 
Heater 

Faucet Aerator Low Flow Showerheads Pipe Insulation 

Single Family Multifamily Single Family Multifamily 
Single and 
Multifamily 

Savings Per Savings Per Savings Per Savings Per Savings Per 

Electric (in kWh) 30 aerator 37 aerator 240 
shower-
head 

264 
shower-
head  

51 
insulation 
job 

Gas (in therms) 1.2 aerator 1.6 aerator 10.6 
shower-
head  

11.7 
shower-
head  

2.3 
insulation 
job 

 

Aerators 

We calculated energy savings by assuming a decrease in flow rate through the aerators in both 

kitchen and bathroom faucets. This decrease in flow led to energy savings calculated for electric 

and gas water heaters, shown in Equations 1 and 2 below, respectively: 

Equation 1:  

Annual Electric DHW Savings (in kWh) per Person for bathroom and kitchen aerators = 

(8.33*1*TFRb*TIME*((TFRb-TFRe)/TFRb)*(Tin-Tout)*DAYh/3,413)/EFFelec 

Equation 2:  

Annual Gas DHW Savings (in therms) per Person for bathroom and kitchen aerators = 

(8.33*1*TFRb*TIME*((TFRb-TFRe)/TFRb)*(Tin-Tout)*DAYh/100,000)/EFFgas 

Where the constants in the equation are: 

• 8.33 lbs per gallon 

• 3,413 BTUs per kWh 
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• 100,000 BTUs per therm 

• 1 BTU/lb-degree F = amount of energy to raise 1 lb of water 1 degree F 

The inputs into Equations 1 and 2, as well as the results of the savings calculation, are shown in 

the Table 2. We then weighted the annual DHW savings per person by the ratio of kitchen to 

bathroom aerator PY1 installs. We multiplied the annual weighted DHW savings per person by 

the number of people living in the home and divided by the number of sinks per home to derive 

an annual per aerator savings for either single or multifamily homes in the Ameren Illinois 

service territory. 

Table 2. Assumptions Used in Aerator Calculation 

Estimate of Default Saving for Aerators 

Type of Water Heater Electric Gas 

Measure Name 
Kitchen 
Aerator 

Bathroom 
Aerator 

Kitchen 
Aerator 

Bathroom 
Aerator 

Number Installed at AIU 5 38 59 680 

Efficient Aerator Throttled Flow Rate (TFRe) 1.84 1.48 1.84 1.48 

Baseline Aerator Throttled Flow Rate (TFRb) 2.13 1.87 2.14 1.85 

Water Heater Recovery Efficiency (EFF) 100% 100% 77% 77% 

Tin (in oF) 53.9 53.9 53.9 53.9 

Tout (in oF) 80 80 80 80 

Length of Use (in min) per day per person 
(TIME) 

5 5 5 5 

Days per Year at Home (DAYh) 352.25 352.25 352.25 352.25 

Annual DHW Savings per Person 32 kWh 44 kWh 1.5 therms 1.8 therms 

Annual DHW Savings per Person Weighted 42.40 kWH 1.79 therms 

People per SF Home 2.67 people 2.67 people 

Sinks per SF Home 3.83 sinks 3.83 sinks 

Annual Savings per Aerator in SF Home  30  kWH  1.2  therms 

People per MF Home 2.14 people 2.14 people 

Sinks per MF Home 2.46 sinks 2.46 sinks 

Annual Savings per Aerator in MF Home  37  kWH  1.6  therms 

 

Showerheads 

We calculated energy savings by assuming a decrease in flow rate through low-flow 

showerheads. This decrease in flow led to energy savings calculated for electric and gas water 

heaters, shown in Equations 3 and 4 below, respectively: 

Equation 3:  

Annual Electric DHW Savings (in kWh) per Person for showerheads = 

(8.33*1*TFRb*TIME*((TFRb-TFRe)/TFRb)*(Tin-Tout)*DAYh/3,413)/EFFelec 
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Equation 4:  

Annual Gas DHW Savings (in therms) per Person for showerheads = 

(8.33*1*TFRb*TIME*((TFRb-TFRe)/TFRb)*(Tin-Tout)*DAYh/100,000)/EFFgas 

Where the constants in the equation are: 

• 8.33 lbs per gallon 

• 3,413 BTUs per kWh 

• 100,000 BTUs per therm 

• 1 BTU/lb-degree F = amount of energy to raise 1 lb of water 1 degree F. 

The inputs into Equations 3 and 4, as well as the results of the savings calculation, are shown in 

Table 3. We then multiplied annual savings per person by the number of people living in the 

home and divided by the number of sinks per home to derive an annual per aerator savings for 

either single or multifamily homes. 

Table 3. Assumptions Used in Low-Flow Showerhead Calculation 

Estimate of Default Saving for Low-Flow Showerheads 

Type of Water Heater Electric Gas 
Efficient Aerator Throttled Flow Rate (TFRe) 1.82 1.82 

Baseline Aerator Throttled Flow Rate (TFRb) 2.26 2.26 

Water Heater Recovery Efficiency (EFF) 100% 77% 

Tin (in oF) 53.9 53.9 

Tout (in oF) 105 105 

Length of Shower (in min) per day per person (TIME) 8.2 8.2 

Days per Year at Home (DAYh) 352.25 352.25 

Annual Savings per Person 161 kWh 7.1 therms 

People per SF Home 2.67 2.67 

Showers per SF Home 1.79 1.79 

Annual Savings per Showerhead in SF Home  240 kWh  10.6 therms 

People per MF Home 2.14 2.14 

Showers per MF Home 1.30 1.30 

Annual Savings per Showerhead in MF Home  264 kWh  11.7 therms 

 

Hot Water Pipe Insulation 

We calculated heat loss per area of pipe for insulated and non-insulated water pipe via  

Equations 5 and 6 below: 

Equation 5:  

Q/Ains = (T pipe – T amb)/Rins 

Equation 6:  

Q/Aunins= (T pipe – T amb)/Runins 
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Where: 

• Q/A = heat loss per area of pipe (BTU/hr-ft
2
) for non-insulated and insulated pipe 

• R = R-value of insulated and non-insulated pipe (hr- ft
2
-degreeF/Btu) 

• Tpipe = temperature of copper pipe 

• Tamb = temperature of ambient air 

The inputs into Equation 5 and 6, as well as the results of the heat loss per area calculation, are 

shown in Table 4 below.  

Table 4. Assumptions Used in Low-Flow Showerhead Calculation 

Pipe Heat Loss Assumptions 

Temperature of copper pipe ( Tpipe) 122 oF 

Temperature of ambient air (Tamb) 67.5 oF 

R-value of un-insulated pipe (Runins) 0.86 hr-ft2-oF/Btu 

R-value of insulated pipe (Rins) 2.79 hr-ft2-oF/Btu 

Efficiency of electric hot water heater (EFFelectric) 100%  

Efficiency of gas hot water heater (EFFgas) 77%  

AREApipe 0.46 ft2 

Calculation 

Q/A ins 19.47 Btu/hr-ft2 

Q/A unins 63.18 Btu/hr-ft2 

Conversion to Gas and Electric Water Heater Savings 

Pipe Insulation Annual Electric and Gas Water 
Heater Savings 

51 kWh 

2 therms 

 

We calculated annual savings with Equations 7 and 8 below: 

Equation 7: 

Pipe Insulation Annual Electric Water Heater Savings = (Q/Aunins - Q/Ains) * AREApipe * 

8,760)/EFFelectric /3,413 

Equation 8: 

Pipe Insulation Annual Gas Water Heater Savings = (Q/Aunins - Q/Ains) * AREApipe * 

8,760)/EFFgas /100,000 

Where the constants in the equation are: 

• 3,413 BTUs per kWh 

• 100,000 BTUs per therm 

• 8,760 hours per year  

The inputs into Equation 7 and 8, as well as the results of the annual savings calculations, are 

shown in Table 4 above.  


